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Chapter 1 : Architecture: Type/Variant House - BlenderNation
The idea of the type/variant house developed from the clients interest in collecting objects in series. As, for example, in a
butterfly collection, the essential characteristics and variations among objects appear amplified by grouping them within
a type.

Copper cladding, wood framing, stone accents. Process of an Architectural Work. Some nice text A Natural
Palette The materials blend into the scenery in such a subtle manner that it does not attract attention, thus
increasing privacy. External Order and Organization of the Interior Le Corbusier believed that site, light, form,
volume, and geometry were the necessary factors to examine in order to create universal order within a design
Curtis, Structure is hidden for the most part, encased in the metal cladding. Forms seem to wrap spaces,
creating aesthetic order through volumetric grouping. The stacked form seems to be consistent with typical
modern approaches. Each volume reads as an individual unit yet the modules seem to come together as a
sculptural piece that captures the sensation of machine integrated in a natural setting. In some aspects, the
exterior reads as what is occurring in the interior: The ends of the wings are simply destinations, mainly
bedrooms which sit tucked away in privacy while allowing distinct views. Axonometric capturing basic forms
left. Without a plan you have lack of order, and willfulness. The most dominant spaces such as the studio and
roof terrace are located on the upper level as if they were the final destination. The logic of the circulation is
thoughtful of the spatial programmatic concept. Relationship to Modern Ideals Transformation of a Machine
for Living In Post-war modern ideologies of the machine in the twentieth century quickly went from
innovative and healing to monotonous and destructive. People had become pessimistic about the abilities of
the machine and doubted its cultural and social benefits. Le Corbusier was the first to develop this idea of a
machine for living in [4], a house whose functions had been stripped to its essentials Curtis, , and justified this
in his Five Points of Architecture. What exactly constitutes a machine? It can be implied that anything that
works for the purpose of human activity and easing man is considered a machine. While its performance is
certainly more than adequate enough to support the lifestyle of the users, it is simultaneously respectful to
nature.

Chapter 2 : CGarchitect - Professional 3D Architectural Visualization User Community | Type/Variant House
Type/Variant House Hi, This is an endless project I started about 3 years ago, I put my hands on it from time to time but
couldn't consider it as finished, I thought it was time to close this personal project, well hope so.

Chapter 3 : Type/Variant House
It is based on the Type/Variant House (Vincent James Associates Architects), well globally the plan and volumes should
be more or less ok, though I took some liberty on the materials and the furniture.

Chapter 4 : Variant | Define Variant at www.nxgvision.com
"The Type/Variant House is unique square foot house is located on a large lake in Northern Wisconsin. The house is
arranged into connected buildings with a main living area with open living, dining and cooking spaces, and adjoining
separate bedroom suites.

Chapter 5 : Type/Variant House cover photograph by Don F. Wong
The Type/Variant House is unique square foot house is located on a large lake in Northern Wisconsin. The house is
arranged into connected buildings with a main living area with open living, dining and cooking spaces, and adjoining
separate bedroom suites.
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Chapter 6 : Luxury Apartments for rent in North Loop Minneapolis, MN | Variant
The Type/Variant House is unique square foot house is located on a large lake in Northern Wisconsin. The house is
arranged into connected buildings with a main living area with open living, dining and cooking spaces, and adjoining
separate bedroom suites. Unique orientations, proportions, and.

Chapter 7 : Type/Variant House - Finished Projects - Blender Artists Community
The Type/Variant House encompasses Le Corbusier's concept of a "machine for living". Located in a heavily wooded
lake region of Northern Wisconsin, the eight thousand square foot house is designed as a response to human activity
and puts great consideration into the surrounding context.

Chapter 8 : Best Apartment Amenities in North Loop Minneapolis | Variant
Gallery - Type/Variant House This is an endless project I started about 3 years ago, I put my hands on it from time to
time but couldn't consider it as finished, I thought it was time to close this personal project, well hope so.

Chapter 9 : Type/Variant House â€” VJAA
Working with architect Vincent James in the late s, landscape design firm Coen and Partners were charged with
integrating the 8,square-foot Type Variant House outside of Minneapolis into the ever-changing, lush wooded
surroundings.
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